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Senate Hears Students1 Feelings 
By LARRY  FULLERTON 
Managing   Editor 
The statements had been heard 
>   before,   but   for   the first time, 
the faculty was hearing them from 
a spokesman of the students. 
Tom Liber, student body presi- 
dent,   spoke to the members  of 
■ Faculty  Senate at their  meeting 
yesterday, giving, what he called 
a summation of students' feelings, 
the reasons behind them and some 
of the questions students are ask- 
ing. 
Students want direct involvement 
In the decision-making process; 
they are interested In the quali- 
ty of their education. Liber said. 
Concerning   the   outbreaks   at 
Lt. Gov. Brown Att. Gen. Saxbe 
3 State Officials 
ash Issues 1,2 
'- By RANDY KETC HAM 
Editor 
1
     Three prominent state officials 
•voiced their support for the two 
[' state Issues that will beontheMay 
[> 2 ballot at a luncheon at the Holiday 
Inn here yesterday. 
Charles  F.     Kurfess, speaker 
11 of    the    Ohio    House   of Rep- 
resentatives from Bowling Green, 
I'urged   adoption of the Ohio Bond 
I Commission (OBC)proposal(lssue 
[i 1), while Attorney General William 
►B. Saxbe promoted the apportlon- 
|> mem Issue. 
'' Lt. Governor John W. Brown 
^served as moderator, and stressed 
[• the importance of the passage of 
both Issues. 
1
      He said that passage of the OBC 
1
 proposal could mean a $19 mil- 
lion expansion program for the 
University's main campus. 
|. Under the OBC proposal, the 
Ohio  Legislature would have the 
i authority to approve bonding plans 
submitted by the OBC, which would 
! *e   comprised   of five members 
' appointed by the Governor with 
consent of the Ohio Senate, only 
three of which could be from the 
wiame political party. 
Mr.      Kurfess      pointed     out 
that there has been much emphasis 
*i>n Industrial growth in Ohio, cit- 
ing Northwestern Ohio as an ex- 
ample, with the result being that 
fmore jobs have been created. 
This, he said, has led to the need 
House Speaker Kurfess 
for more people to take these 
Jobs, which points out the need 
for vocational education, one area 
that would be aided wlrh the pas- 
sage of the OBC Issue. 
Mr.   Kurfess also   said   Ohio 
needed a better method of fin- 
ancing its mental health facilities 
and highway programs, both of 
which would be helped by the OBC 
passage. 
' 'We have been following a crash 
catch-up program for expansion," 
he said. "During the war years, 
when materials were not avail- 
able, we fell behind in our cap- 
ital needs." 
Mr. Kurfess noted that the 
public has supported bond pro- 
grams in the last five years, but 
said lt was now Important to look 
ahead at the future needs of Ohio. 
"With the OBC's passage, we 
could have needed facilities In the 
near future, and pay for them as 
we use them," he said. 
Since the OBC could provide for 
orderly planning of capital im- 
provements, he said the state could 
start building at an earlier date 
at lower construction costs than 
would be possible later, thereby 
saving money. 
Mr. Saxbe briefly described 
issue # 2, pointing out that its 
passage was necessary for orderly 
apportionment and elections in 
Ohio. 
Known as the apportionment 
Issue, lt Is on the ballot because 
Ohio Is under the order of Fed- 
eral Courts to work out a perman- 
ent plan for apportioning the Ohio 
Legislature before the 1968 elec- 
tion. 
The present plan, which Is being 
put forth to the voters, has Fed- 
eral court approval, but requires 
voter approval to make lt a part 
of the Ohio Constitution. Under 
the plan, there are 99 House dis- 
tricts, and 33 Senatorial districts. 
There are also provisions In this 
amendment for realignment of leg- 
islative districts every 10 years 
to conform to the Federal census. 
Although foes of the OBC call 
lt a power grab, Mr. Brown con- 
cluded the meeting by saying lt 
Is strictly a non-partisan issue, 
and shouldn't be made into a pol- 
itical issue. 
He pointed out that Mr. Saxbe's 
opponent in the last election 
(Robert E. Sweeney) is supporting 
the OBC proposal. 
Berkley, the University of Michi- 
gan and the City University of 
New York, Liber said there is a 
"very definite faction" here which 
takes this type of tactic very 
seriously. 
"You can be very proud of the 
student body. The Issues have been 
kept on the table, not on signs," 
Liber added. 
"I believe the channels exist 
now get what the students want." 
One big question students ask. 
Liber said, is whether Student 
Council can actually make deci- 
sions for the student or If lt is 
acting as no more than a sub- 
committee for Faculty Senate. 
A committee of Interested fa- 
culty members and students is now 
being formed by Liber and Dr. 
James R. Bashote, associate pro- 
fessor of English, to probe Into 
some of the questions students 
are asking. 
He added that If the students 
don't belong in the decision-mak- 
ing process, "let lt be so," but 
the students will have to be In- 
volved   in making this  decision. 
During the meeting. Senate dis- 
cussed a report from the Ad Hoc 
Senate Committee on Scholarships 
and Grants-in-Aid. 
The report Included seven re- 
commendations concerning student 
aid, but action on them was post- 
poned until the next Senate meet- 
ing. 
Most of the discussion centered 
on the recommendation that re- 
cipients of grants-In-aid be re- 
quired to maintain a 2,0 accumu- 
lative point average after the first 
year for the grant to be renewed. 
This would Include students re- 
ceiving athletic, speech and music 
grants-In-aid, as well as those 
receiving scholarships and regu- 
lar grants- in- aid. 
Dr. Robert W. Twyman, profes- 
sor of history and chairman of 
the committee, said lt was the 
committee's feeling that If a stu- 
dent cannot maintain a 2.0 he 
should not be participating In ath- 
letics or other activities. He should 
be studying Instead. 
"It Is wrong, in our (the com- 
mittee's) opinion, to subsidize stu- 
dents  who are doing unsatisfac- 
tory work, Dr. Twyman said. 
Several professors expressed 
the belief that more of the money 
should be going to scholars. 
Dr. Kenneth H, McFalL Uni- 
versity vice president and chair- 
man of the Athletic Committee, 
said that while he Is in favor 
of raising the standard, he said 
he doesn't think the 2.0 figure 
Is desirable immediately. 
He explained that the Univer- 
sity standard Is presently "one 
notch" above that of the Mid- 
American Conference (MAC) and 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA). 
The other recommendations in- 
clude a minimum 50 per cent of 
the student aid funds as scholar- 
ships, and regular and foreign 
student grants; a significant In- 
crease in aid funds; the establish- 
ment of two BGSU Merit Scholar- 
ships; more scholarships solely 
for scholarly achievement and 
larger scholarships. 
(Continued on Poge 4) 
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Fisher Elected IFC Head 
Bruce S. Fisher was the choice 
of IFC representatives Monday 
night for new president of the 
Interfraternlty Council . 
Fisher, a member of'/eta Beta 
Tau fraternity, was given the en- 
dorsement to lead IFC for the 
coming year over his opponent 
Floyd Ramsler, current ad- 
ministrative vice president. 
In the elections for the other 
executive positions on IFC, Ron 
Moor, Sigma Nu president, was 
elected  executive vice president. 
Michael Kuhlln, president of 
Delta Tau Delta fraternity, be- 
came the new administrative vice 
president of IFC. 
In close contests, Tom Temple, 
Phi Delta Theta, was elected se- 
cretary, and Bruce Bittman, Sigma 
Chi president, was elected trea- 
surer. 
In one of his last acts as cur- 
rent president of IFC, Barry Buzo- 
gany appointed Dave Robb, Alpha 
Sigma Phi, as the IFC delegate 
to attend Panhel meetings. 
The necessity of an IFC dele- 
gate to Panhel was discussed at 
the last meeting of IFC when 
Buzogany explained that both or- 
ganizations will attempt to allevi- 
ate the apparent communication 
problems that exist between them. 
At a recent meeelng of Panhel, 
a similar position was created and 
filled.  The   two   representatives 
will attend each other's meetings 
at   the   beginning   of   next year. 
In other action at the meeting, 
Tom Brauen, outgoing IFC secre- 
tary, proposed a resolution which 
in effect Is a series of recom- 
mendations to the dean of men, 
the dean of students and Univer- 
sity President William T.Jerome. 
The three recommendations are 
an attempt to standardize require- 
ments for off-campus housing. 
The resolution states "that any 
male or female student, beginning 
with the semester In which his 
or her 21st birthday falls ... 
be given the choice of residing on 
campus or In any type of off- 
campus facility." 
The resolution further states 
that "any Junior or senior who 
has not reached the age of 21 
and will not reach that age during 
the semester in question be given 
the choice of living on campus 
or in University approved rooms." 
Finally, "All other undergradu- 
ates shall reside on campus ex- 
cepting such special cases as com- 
muters, students with nearby re- 
latives, etc." 
There are only two more IFC 
meetings for the remainder of the 
year. The next meeting will be May 
1 and the final meeting will be the 
awards presentation meeting Mav 
15. 
THE GAVEL is passed by Barry Buzogany, 
left, outgoing Interfroternity Council head, to 
president-elect, Bruce Fisher, as Tim Smith, 
(between them in the back row) Coordinator of 
Interfratemity    Affairs,    looks   on.   Other   new 
officers include, in the back from left to right, 
Bruce Bittman, treasurer; Tom Temple, secre- 
tary; Ron Moor, executive vice-president; and 
Mike Kuhlin, administrative vice-president. 
(Photo by Tim Culek.) 
.- . .     .-.■.. 
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CAMPUS HART-LINE 
Brown Wins On Coattails 
3 Needless Deaths 
Three men -- Air Force LU Col. Virgil 1. Grlssom, Air Force 
Lt. Col. Edward H. White II and Navy Lt.Cmdr. Roger B. Chaffee -- 
died   on   the  Apollo   I   Fire, Jan. 27,  because of safety oversights. 
Failure to provide emergency fire-fighting or rescue procedures 
caused these three Americans to die needlessly. "Many deficiencies 
In design and engineering, manufacturing and quality control" by both 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and In- 
dustrial contractors were found after the tragedy. 
Sloppy workmanship -- poor instalatlon, design and workmanship in 
the spacecraft wiring -- were found in the Apollo I. Suggestions were 
recommended   by   an   eight   man   board   investigating the disaster. 
Top officials of North American, principal contractor for the space- 
craft, announced that their firm was guilty of major equipment de- 
flclences. NASA also admitted and shared the guilt. 
They stated simply enough that neither were aware of the factors 
that enter Into the use of pure oxygen when a source of Ignition Is 
involved. When a space flight can be "scrubbed" by Inclement weather, 
lt seems as if other factors would be looked Into (like faulty wiring). 
Yet, this safety measure was overlooked, and together with highly 
combustable pure oxygen a fire was triggered which resulted in three 
unnecessary deaths. Recommendations were made to alleviate such 
conditions In the future. But recommendations do not bring these 
three men back to life. 
How, when the United States and NASA appear to take maximum 
safety precautions, can such a disaster as this result 7 How could 
faulty wiring and poor emergency conditions be overlooked when 
our space program prides Itself with a rigid safety control system 7 
The how's and why's were not answered by the recent Apollo I 
probe. Maybe the answer lies in the fact that safety measures are not 
all that they are supposed to be. 
Maybe the space program administrators grew overconfident with 
each success. 
Maybe's do not answer these quality control questions, but, then 
again, neither has the probe. The House and Senate have recently 
been conducting investigations of safer car manufacturing but did not 
call for Identical Investigations in manned space crafts until after 
the disaster. 
It took 60 years to begin the cry for safer cars and many tragedies 
to prove something must be done In the automotive Industry. 
It took a spacecraft disaster to indicate safer measures must be 
taken for our astronauts. 
Must the United States government wait for disasters before taking 
maximum precautionary measures to prevent them? 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Exonerates Rudeness 
Last Tuesday, Jackie Murray 
criticised the "rude and disin- 
terested men" of Commons dining 
hall, but she might have tried 
looking at the reasons for their 
"adverse reactions" to her cam- 
paign speech. 
In the first place, Miss Murray's 
predecessors and cohorts have 
been the leaders In expounding 
trivia ever since the questionably 
Justifiable body of Student Council 
was introduced to B.G. 
Since its advent disinterested, 
status seeking officers and candi- 
dates have finished their year 
terms with weekly lessons In par- 
liamentary procedure and little 
»lae pertaining to real student 
problems. 
By JACK HARTMAN 
Columnist 
ELECTION SAMPLINGS -- "Dear Rick (Helwlg), 
Thank you for enabling me to win the election. 
Signed Ashley (Brown)." 
Don't laugh. The above mock letter should be 
written to easily victorious candidate Helwlg from 
barely victorious candidate Brown. 
Without the coattails of Helwlg, Brown would be 
Just another loser today. Look at the totals. Helwlg 
won by 1,420 votes with a 5-2 margin. 
Brown edged out Jeff Witjas by 66 votes and failed 
even to get a majority of votes cast in the contest 
because of Jim Logan, the third candidate. 
In fact, the University Party (UP) might well 
address Helwlg a note of thanks for Its 16-9 edge over 
the Campus Interest Party (CIP) in offices won and 
11-4 edge over theCIP in Student Council seats won. 
Several candidates benefited greatly from Helwlg 
and UP backing, including senior representatives 
Al Morgan, Fran Peskor and Tom Blaha and freshman 
president E. B. Rice. 
One candidate who could have made it if she had 
made more of an effort to attach her name with 
Helwlg is Nancy Kennedy, unsuccessful student body 
secretary candidate. 
The 189 votes that she lost by out of 3,500 could 
have easily been snatched from Helwlg supporters. 
Miss Kennedy needed all the help she could get 
against an excellently run campaign by winner Barb 
Sperry. 
The heir apparent to the student body president 
throne becomes Lee McClelland, student body trea- 
surer-elect. A rising junior, McClelland will have 
two terms as class president under his belt when he 
assumes the treasurers post. 
Despite a determined campaign by Les Stern, 
McClelland piled up a 3-2 margin of victory. 
Two potential foes of McClelland emerged victorious 
in Wednesday's elections. 
The first is Tom Prout. Though the winner by a 
plurality, Prout as Junior president-elect has a firm 
base of power to work toward the top office if he so" 
desires. The last three student body presidents were 
formerly junior class president. 
Second is Tom Parrish. He hoo-hummed his way,.' 
through   the   campaign   and   still beat his nearest 
opponent for one of three Junior representative seats 
by 102 votes. 
Parrish, In his third term as representative, has'' 
yet to show an Inclination to run for a major office, 
however. 
He was wooed to run for student body vice president 
against Brown, but refused. In retrospect, he could' 
have won. 
Political unknown Witjas pushed Brown to the hilt. 
Experienced  Parrish would have easily bridged the„ 
difference of 66 votes. 
One good thing arising out of the election Is the 
end of the recent call of the Student Council trust- 
busters to "break up the News." a 
Since two of the News four major endorsed candi- 
dates, T. David Evans and Les Stern, failed to win, 
the cry of the unhappy Council members should be 
muffled forever. ' 
Looking at lt the other way, theNews endorsements, 
if worth a paltry 200 votes, may have swung three 
key elections. Brown, Miss Sperry and Prout all won„ | 
by less than 200 votes. 
While you are writing thank you notes, Ashley, 
maybe you ought to write the News one, too. 
Finally,   because of his  immense popularity and* 
success, Rick Helwlg is now receiving more than Ms 
share   of   jibes   and   criticism. It Is  to  expected. 
Helwlg deserves to be commended for one im- 
portant decision that he made several months ago—to 
Join the University  Party  and  head up  its  ticket. 
He was obviously aware that the UP students rights 
stand was much stronger than the rival CIP and that, 
lt tacitly supported demonstrations as aflnal recourse, 
action which Helwlg opposes. 
Nonetheless, he Joined the UP, Indicating he Is at 
least a moderate students rightist. c] 
May his ability to procure student rights be equal 
to his ability to gain campus office. 
GUEST COLUMN 
Inferiority Breeds Grafitti 
Representatives who never meet 
their constituents, andCouncll 
members "Ideas" of student op- 
inion and consensus have helped 
make these offices positions of 
selfstyled hipocrlsy , and initiate 
student   dissent   and  Indignation. 
In the second place, one can't 
pick up the News in March or 
April each year without being pro- 
pagandized by horrendous " instant 
replays" of 1950 platforms, and 
having one's privacy lnsiduously 
Invaded upon by dull canned 
speeches by countless candidates 
from a myriad of useless offices. 
Thirdly, once these officers have 
been elected on their platforms of 
better council and student com- 
munications   and   representation. 
By STEFAN1A GROSS 
Language Laboratory Instructor 
I have been watching with con- 
siderable Interest the discussion 
of the students' rights and privi- 
leges. No doubt a considerable 
pan of the student body is com- 
posed of mature and responsible 
Individuals Interested In their 
studies, capable of self - govern- 
ance, employing In their everyday 
life standards accepted by a civi- 
lized society and deserving some 
participation in the matters con- 
cerning University policies. 
It Is hard, however, to see at 
a glance how many of the B.G. 
students will grow to be worthy 
citizens, scholars, politicians.The 
future will show this. 
We have all read and heard 
about major cases of vandalism, 
committed during so called 
" Spring fever" and"panty raids". 
What about some minor, modest, 
but chronic vandals, lltterbugs and 
petty thieves? 
I want to speak from my ex- 
perience In the Language Labora-; 
tory. The equipment used here Is 
costly and should be handled with 
care. It Is practically Impossible 
to watch closely all the time the 
65 people hidden In the booths. 
And this Is what happens. 
Persons employed here collect 
one can count on never seeing them 
again as their representatives until 
re-election the following year. 
Fourth, MissMurray referred to 
their disinterest as a waste of her 
time, but might lt not also be that 
her campaigning in trapped cir- 
cumstances like dining halls Is 
also   a  waste of students   time? 
In retrospect, I must congratu- 
late these protectors of privacy 
and all others who are sick of 
being propagandized each spring 
with little white lies. Invasions 
of privacy and misrepresentations 
to the very people who they hope 
will elect them. Residents of Com- 
mons and all other dining halls, 
count me among your ranks! 
Scott C reason 
1011 Gustln Avenue 
a sack of garbage from the booths 
every day. The desks are covered 
with names and grafitti written 
in pencil. Ink or engraved with 
sharp tools. Wires are twisted or 
cut off, microphones broken. 
Soundproof partitions between the 
booths are cut with knives and 
smeared with ink. Objects left In 
the booths are seldom returned, 
even If they represent no value 
whatsoever to the petty thief, e«g. 
prescription glasses or notebooks. 
Some may be simply stupid, 
thoughtlessly doodling during the 
time they should devote to study. 
Others (listen. Fraternity 
brothers!) advertise associations 
they belong to. Still others, poor 
souls, feel compelled to make 
public their opinions on different 
sexual techniques. 
I suggest that student body re- 
presentatives and activists con- 
centrate more of their time on 
civilizing those of their colleagues 
who need lt Instead of spending 
all  their energies on heroic 
struggles for the right to drink 
beer without the bother of going   I 
downtown   or the right of coeds 
to take to their beds at any hour 
their fancy determines. 
London University, where I 
studied for some time, has a bar 
In the main building. But I never 
once saw there a drunken student, ' 
or observed any Instance of van- 
dalism. It may be that the privi- 
leges granted are in proportion , 
to the maturity and Image of the 
community Involved, 
I cordially invite the representa- 
tives of fraternities and sororities, • 
as well as Independents, to Inspect 
and admire some of the engravings 
made by their brethren or class- 
mates. * 
I know some Fraternities have 
In the past taken praiseworthy 
parts In cleaning houses or re- t 
painting the homes of needy 
families. How about some spring 
cleaning on the Campus? How about 
the Independents joining in? ■# 
Any comments? .,J1V   a       r 
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Challenges Election 
Based On 'Violations' 
'Campaign banners and posters have disappeared from the campus. 
Jrhe dining halls are plagued no more with fast talking candidates and 
|/ote  seeking politicians. Those victorious   have celebrated,...those 
.|ss fortunate seek the corners of the Nest. These are familiar char- 
acteristics of a post-election period on campus. 
However, all Is not peaceful . There exists much discontentment In 
Ihe mln.lr <f mr.ii/ politically adept persons as to the legitimacy of 
| :fcls pt.st elections. 
General opinion, baring that of the victorious candidate, is that this 
I )ast election was an outgrageous contempt against both the intelligence 
I rf the Student Body and Its freedom to choose its leaders. 1 give to 
|v6u a few of the more popular complaints. 
Most popular on this list Is the Inefficient voting procedures the 
I elections board forced upon the student body. Voting cards, which 
liquid be obtained in a numerous quantity for only a slight fee, were 
[substituted for an efficient control of voting. 
The elections board has been caught "passing-the-buck" In fulfilling 
|:he responsibilities of its committee. It was far more easy to have the 
[student produce a voting card than to establish an effective pr eel act 
j/otlng system. 
"Lack of funds," complains the elections board, "was the reason 
lor the present system." With a multlmilllon dollar computer center 
lar" ths disposal of the elections board for tabulation of election results 
now muvVi capital would be necessary to produce one list of residents 
[!or each dormitory? 
.Could It be that the elections board, through the aid of the "al#ays 
|ielpful" housing office could not find time to establish such a system? 
The use of voting cards sparked many repurcussions. Common talk 
lln supper lines the evening of election day was, "How many times did 
\rmi vote for candidate X"? 
Surely those energetic campaign aides could have been curbed In 
j heir attempts to, unethically push their candidate into office. The 
Elections board would only have had to pre-conslder such problems 
\!f establishing a voting system. 
Inefficiency seemed  to have plagued the elections board. Not on!/ 
| vas their system of a foul nature, but their errors extended onto the 
ial'31. This years ballot had many new features. Among its highlights 
[vere   the mlspelling  of names.  Incorrect  order of candidates with 
-espect   to   IBM   voting  cards   and inconsistency of some precinct 
| lallots to the master ballot. 
. .Other complaints sush as prejudiced voting areas (in which the display 
f>f campaign material existed in these voting areas, and the deprivation 
[>f students of their voting right because of a shortage of ballot?) M 
j o the list of subjects of discontent. Teemed with the frequency of 
Rfimpalgn violations, these characteristics of our voting system tend 
j o mike this years election the most absurd In the history of this 
[lnlversi'.y 
I   The election results were. In some cases, very close. One candidate 
rtotKiced  Into office with a majority of three votes. Other victorious 
narglns were well under 150 votes. How would the results have fared 
[ f the election was an honest and efficient one? 
•And what does the election board have to say about their effort? To 
|in extent, their camp Is silent. If you can find a member, he may say 
lie Is working on the camplalnts. How much weight does such a comment 
[ioli' on this campus? 
Candidates who have cried Students Rights to the effect of deafening 
Inany voters,  now sit  back and gleamed at the victories of some of 
he lr party candidates. The UP is satisfied with their majority of seats 
jin  Council, and   the CIP  leaders  are content with their sparse but 
:S- called significant winnings. One cannot set this up as a party Issue. 
Both parties  have expressed their loyalty to the student,and such 
I in  Issue Imparts much of its Importance upon this pledge. We must 
!:orslder honesty  in voting a primary  objective In a Student Rights 
Firientated   society.   Were the words Student  Rights used only as a 
:atapult   for an office seeking candidate  or do they have meaning? 
To t.v/ie on the election board who say "Walt until next year," I 
I'isk just two questions:   Since when has your reputation of bettering 
[ factions so improved, and secondly, who are you covering up? 
The time to act lsnowl Students complain of our 1927 dated university. 
L.et's acquire 1967 status. LETS MAKE HISTORYI Let's throw out the 
I Mice election and replace It with the legitimate voice of the student. 
Those victorious may  remain victorious,  and those who are less 
ortunate may even eliminate themselves from the crowd In the Nest, 
juf if election freedom Is finally brought to our campus. Bowling Green 
students   can   then   truly   say   that   they  have chosen their leaders. 
Dan Szucs 
Student Court Justice 
Feeling Of Satisfaction 
|H «It seems that the favorite pas- 
time of students here at Bowling 
Green these days is complaining, 
I* and we think it's about time some- 
dne complained about all the com- 
plaining. (After all, every other 
source of consternation seems to 
have been exhausted.) 
It's pretty great that a few of 
the students here have realized 
their democratic freedom of 
speech -- this supposedly makes 
our ever present oppressor, the 
elder generation, realize that even 
as young adults on the brink of 
being our country's leaders we 
take an Interest In what our nation, 
our university and our society 
are doing. 
But really now can't we, for 
Just once,  be satisfied with the 
status quo of things today and be 
happy that we are Just alive? 
But after reading a billion letters 
concerning these gripes (and many 
more), we've decided that It's time 
someone expressed a feeling of 
satisfaction (even If to some of us 
this feeling Is nearly dead) with 
things in general. 
After this epistle has been read, 
everyone can start complaining 
again, but please, while you're 
reading this just sort of thank your 
respective God or gods that you 
are alive to complain. 
Lana Blythe 
102 Harshman D 
Mary Jo Buckland 
102 Harshman D 
Anne Foley 
107 Harshman D 
■ 
Promises Great Year 
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I would like to express my 
sincere thanks to everyone who 
contributed in any way to my cam- 
paign for Sophomore Representa- 
tive. It would be Impossible, of 
course, for me to name every 
Individual who influenced the 
success of my endeavor. 
However, I feel I must express 
my special appreciation to three 
students in particular who seemed 
to work with undying and ardent 
enthusiasm during the entire cam- 
paign. 
I extend my many thanks to Peggy 
Wlttenmyer who was lnexpendable 
In heading almost every aspect of 
my campaign, Lyle Greenfield 
whose Interest and creativity were 
a definite asset in the organiza- 
tion of the campaign and John 
Shanks whose efforts in the dis- 
tribution and maintenance of all 
material   should  be commended. 
Surely there were many others 
and I am equally thankful and ap- 
preciative for their efforts. 
I am also thankful to those who 
supported me at the polls last 
Wednesday. My campaign promise 
was to express rather than ignore 
the voice of my class on Council. 
You have supported this right at 
the polls, and I will defend and 
uphold it throughout my entire 
term of office. 
May 1967-68 be a great year 
in student government and, of ut- 
most Importance, may it benefit 
the student body. 
Joe Loomis 
154 Rodgers 
Slow The Trucks Down! 
The usual complaints about 
trucks passing through Bowling 
Green deal with the noise they 
cause. 
In my opinion, a much more 
serious problem exists --that of 
trucks speeding through Bowling 
Green and causing considerable 
danger to the people who are walk- 
ing along or crossing the street. 
Many times  these trucks ride 
through B.C. at very high speeds, 
without apparent concern for the 
danger. 
I think that It is the duty of both 
the city and the university to slow 
these trucks down! This Is the only 
way to deal with the dangerous, 
and hopefully temporary, problem 
at hand. 
Thomas W. Faranda 
323 Kohl Hall 
Ready 
for 
Instant 
Serving 
POTATO 
SALAD 
BEAN 
SALAD 
BAKED 
BEANS 
MACARONI 
SALAD 
COLE 
SLAW 
SANDWICH 
SPREAD 
Lb. Package 
Reusable 
Containers 
We Reserve 
The Right 
To Limit 
Quantities 
STERLING 
PRICES EFFECTIVE APRIL 19-20-21-22 
Just Because It's Good! 
1% LOW FAT MILK 
Feature Flavor! 
STERLING 
Strawberry-Marshmallow Ice Cream 
Delicious Snack 
HEATH 
ICE CREAM BARS 6 PACK 
S erve With Sterling Ice Cream 
STERLING CHOCOLATE FUNDAE 
Ice Cream Topping 4» 
2 LB. JAR 
Stock Your Freezer! . ^    «•.#» 
CHEF'S   PANTRY   FROZEN       >   1.17 
Salisbury Steak Dinner    I 
1 LB. PKG. 
Delicious - Nutritious 
DINNER  1ELL 
SNACK PACK 
Fresh! 
STERLING 
BREAD 2... 43c 
"-« LB. LOAF ,., 
Super Fast Salad 
STERLING 
COTTAGE CHEESE 49<= 
FAMILY SIZE CARTON 
Ready to Serve 
STERLING 
ORANGE DRINK 29c 
'■i GALLON 
Free Convenient Parking 
Speedy Check Out famous Jor Jre*hne%*! 
56 ,.-• 
STERLING 
Sterling  stands   toll  in   your neighborhood 
115 Railroad Street 
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
Additional administrative as- 
sistants In the Admissions and 
Financial Aid offices to contact 
talented high school students about 
coming to the University; and 
adding the Director of Admissions 
as an ex offlclo member to the 
student Financial Aid Committee 
and Its sub-committee on scholar- 
ships. 
If accepted at the next meet- 
ing, the recommendations will go 
to President Jerome and the Aca- 
demic Council, which must ap- 
prove them before they are Im- 
plemented. 
The senate also passed a re- 
commendation for a reduction In 
the average teaching load for aca- 
demic personnel with the rank 
of assistant professor and above. 
The B-G News, Wednesday, April 19, 1967 
Coash Resigns 
American Handling Of Vietnam For NSF Job  1 
Senate       Australian Journalist Assails 
By ALEXANDER JACK 
(Special To The B-G News) 
SAIGON -- Vietnam war cor- 
respondent and author Wilfred 
Burchett asserted In a recent In- 
terview In Phnom Penh that, while 
some Cambodian border violations 
are military accidents as the U.S. 
claims, the American government 
som et lm es deliberately bombs 
these areas for purposes of pol- 
itical pressure. 
As examples, the Australian 
Journalist cited stepped-up border 
Incidents when Cambodia decided 
to recognize the NLF and kator 
when Prince Sihanouk sent a dele- 
gation to meet with Saigon offic- 
ials   In order to  demarcate  the 
College Of Education Seeks 
100  Buddies' For May 1 
A "Career Day" for area high 
school students will be held at the 
University on May 1. 
The day is sponsored by the 
College of Education and approx- 
imately 400 high school students 
•re expected to attend. 
About 100 college students are 
needed to act as "buddies" to 
these visitors, showing them the 
campus In both Its academic and 
social aspects. 
These "buddies" are needed 
for     the     afternoon     session. 
beginning at 1 p.m. Excused 
absenses will be provided If they 
are necessary. 
Those Interested should com- 
plete the form below and re- 
turn it to Carol Lucas, 312 East 
HalL no later than Monday, April 
24. 
A meeting will be held Thurs- 
day, April 27, at which time fur- 
ther details will be announced. 
Those returning the form will 
be notified as to time and place 
of the meeting. 
I am interested in being a "Buddie" for Career Day. 
I Name 
Address 
Return to: Carol Lucas, 312 East Hall 
region exactly. 
According to Mr. Burchett, the 
only western correspondent to re- 
port from NLF headquarters, Vlet- 
cong forces are under strict orders 
not to cross the border lest they 
jeopardize Cambodia's avowed po- 
licy of military neutrality. 
On the contrary, Mr. Burchett 
contended, U. S. Special Forces 
have taken Cambodian nationals 
living In central Vietnam and 
transported them to Thailand for 
the purposes of training and equip- 
ping them to Infiltrate Into Cam- 
bodia and overthrow Prince Si- 
hanouk. 
The Cambodian government, 
which broke diplomatic relations 
with America two years ago, has 
charged the CIA with attempting 
to Inspire a reactionary coup 
d'etat. 
Last winter, the Cambodian 
army captured and executed two 
leaders of the alleged infiltrating 
band from Thailand. Photographs 
of the firing squad carrying out 
sentence are still prominently dls- 
plyed on posterboards at the head- 
quarters of the Cambodian Mini- 
stry of Information. 
In December, Mr. Burchett 
claims, Hanoi secretly agreed to 
talk with American repre- 
sentatives in Warsaw, but sud- 
denly, the U. S. Air Force in- 
tensified  bombing around  Hanoi. 
North Vietnam broke off the 
scheduled meeting, he continued, 
because, "no sovereign nation Is 
going to negotiate on Its knees." 
Apparently, he suggested, Wash- 
ington ordered Increased bomb- 
ing Just as talks were to begin 
as a pretext for claiming later that 
as a direct result of heavy damage 
sustained In aerial attacks, Hanoi 
was suing for peace. 
Rather, Mr. Burchett Insisted, 
the North Vietnamese have always 
been willing to talk on an equal 
basis, contrary to the Impression 
conveyed to the State Department. 
After two years of U.S. Air 
F orce strikes. North V letnam feels 
It can absorb continued attacks 
indefinitely, Mr, Burchett noted. 
Therefore, In order not to appear 
weakening, he reasoned, Hanoi 
would probably not actively seek 
negotiations again until the 1968 
lunar year's truce. 
The infiltration of two pet mon- 
keys into the parlor of Mr. Bur- 
chett's spacious French villa 
signalled time to break off the 
Interview. 
700 Watch Profs1 
Chalk-In Protest 
COLUMBIA Mo, (AP)-- Thir- 
teen University of Missouri pro- 
fessors wrote In chalk on a court- 
house sidewalk here yesterday to 
protest what they call excessive 
sentences given three students for 
chalking a campus sidewalk. 
The professors wrote excerpts 
from the Declaration of Independ- 
ence before 700 on-looking stu- 
dents. Among other things, the 
excerpts dealt with the pursuit of 
happiness. 
Dr. John R. Coash has resigned " 
as professor and chairman of 
Bowling Green University's 
geology department to become as- 
sociate program director in the 
Undergraduate Education Division 
of the National Science Foundation, 
Washington, D. C. 
During the past year, Dr. Coash 
has  been on a leave of absence 
from the University to fill a tern- • 
porary  appointment with the Na- 
tional Science Foundation. 
His new appointment will in- 
volve keeping In contact with var- 
ious colleges and universities 
throughout the country regarding 
programs in science and related , 
field under National Science 
Foundation sponsorship. 
Dr.  Coash   received   his  B.A.. 
from Colorado College, his M.A. 
from the University of Colorado, 
and Ph. D. from Yale University. 
• 
"Dr. Coash made a genuine 
contribution to Bowling Green Un- 
iversity. As a professor and chair- 
man of the geology department' 
he helped to build a strong de- 
partment and to develop an 
effective instructional program,", 
Dr. Paul F. Leedy, university 
provost, said. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Mary Tepfenhart 
'67 MILITARY BALL QUEEN 
FROM THE 
DELTA ZETA PLEDGES 
REGISTER FREE 
IN THE UNION WED. & THURS. 
GROW-A-BEARD 
Yours Does Not Have To Be 
The Longest Or Fullest Beard To Win/ 
FIRST PRIZE WINNERS GET A CASE OF BEER EACH! 
LOOK AT THESE - JUST SOME OF THE PRIZES 
AVAILABLE TO THE OTHER WINNERS: 
• J. ALFRED'S - GIFT CERTIF. FOR MERCHANDISE •PISANELLO'S - PIZZA 
•KLEVER'S - AFTER SHAVE        •MILLS JEWELRY - AFTER SHAVE 
• MYLES FLOWER SHOP - CERTIFICATE FOR 1 D0Z. ROSES 
PLUS MANY MORE! 
BEARDS WILL BE JUDGED SPRING WEEKEND 
Register Wed. & Thurs. 
*.« 
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For Sophomore-It's Music 
Added To Leadership Goals 
By LINDA BROWN 
Staff Writer 
"When the list of activities was 
read as they were about to an- 
nounce the outstanding freshman 
woman, I never even gave It a 
second thought. Then I realized 
some of the things they were 
announcing were things I had done. 
Next thing I knew, my name 
was being called out. I was com- 
pletely shocked, and it still seems 
unbellevablel" 
These are the words of Barbara 
S. Morehouse, sophomore In the 
College of Education, after re- 
celvlng the Outstanding Freshman 
Woman Award. 
The award, given by the Assoc- 
iation of Women Students, was 
presented to Miss Morehouse at 
the AWS annual Ladershlp Ban- 
quet on Thursday, March 9. 
The scholarship is given on the 
basis of leadership in student gov- 
ernment and scholarship from the 
winner's freshman year. 
Miss Morehouse, a social 
studies major, plans to be a high 
school teacher upon graduation. 
She said that later she would 
like to get a master's degree In 
sociology. 
An avid music fan. Miss More- 
house explained that in high school 
all her extra-curricular activities 
were centered around music. She 
sings      for   her   own  enjoyment 
and  pleasure and is taking voice 
lessons this semester. 
She especially likes musical 
sound tracks as opposed to pop- 
ular music and says, "One of 
my main aims is to someday get 
to New York City to see a broad- 
way show." 
Swimming and horseback riding 
are Included as other of Miss 
Morehouse's favorite "fun" activ- 
ities. She also enjoys watching 
basketball games. 
During the summer she works 
as a supervisor of the bath house 
at the local pool In her home- 
town of Cuyahoga Falls. 
"It Is not only fun, but it gives 
me valuable experience In working 
with teen-agers that I will be 
able to apply as a teacher," Miss 
Morehouse said. 
Miss Morehouse Is the youngest 
of three children. She has two 
older married sisters, one who 
Is a registered nurse and the other 
who   Is   a   medical technologist. 
Last year Miss Morehouse's 
acltlvltles Included the A Cappella 
Choir, Angel Flight, and pres- 
ident of Lowry Hall. She was 
also a representative to the AWS 
Legislative and Judicial boards 
and  a Miss  BGSU seml-flnallst. 
This year Miss Morehouse Is 
president of Krelscher A; a co- 
chairman of the Future and Ser- 
vice  Projects  committee for the 
Barbara Morehouse 
sophomore class; and a memL?r 
of Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman 
honorary society for women. 
She Is also on the Angel Flight 
drill team and Is again a rep- 
resentative to the AWS L elglslatlve 
and Judicial boards. She Is In the 
honors program and has a 3.77 
accumulative grade point average. 
"The only thing I regret about 
being in all these various activ- 
ities Is that I can't really excell 
in any one of them, and also I 
just don't get to know the women 
on my floor very well, and that's 
one thing that I really miss from 
last year," Miss Morehouse said. 
The recipient of a full four- 
year scholarship from Firestone 
Tire and Rubber Company, Miss 
Morehouse plans to put her AWS 
scholarship In a fund towards her 
master's degree. 
And A French 'CV Too 
They Have Their rNest' 
Editor's Note: This letter is 
the second of a series from Shar- 
on Martin, University student 
spending the semester abroad. 
Miss Martin, senior in the Col- 
lege of Liberal Arts, is studying 
at the University of Tours in 
central France. 
She is one of a group of stu- 
dents participating in the semes- 
ter abroad program, sponsored 
by the romance language depart- 
ment. 
Miss Martin's letters are being 
printed to give University stu- 
dents an idea of how foreign 
education and life differ from the 
American version. 
By SHARON MARTIN 
BG Correspondent 
Now let me try to give you 
Tours' answer to Bowling Green's 
Canterbury Inn and the Falcon's 
"Nest." Probably any similar- 
ities are purely coincidental — 
but somewho I find the compar- 
isons amusing. 
One place Is something to go 
to OB Friday and Saturday nights, 
and the other is someplace to 
go   after   (or   during?)   classes. 
The Tours' version of the 
"Nest" Is not anywhere near the 
school (since there Is only one 
building anyway) and It Is called 
the Cafe l'Unlvers. 
It Is on the square where the 
two main streets of town cross 
and, when the weather Is warm, 
it also moves out into the side- 
walks as a sidewalk cafe. 
All of the students go there, 
but there are always a few of 
the older Tours' citizens sand- 
wiched in the corners trying to 
Ignore the chaos. 
You can get anything to drink 
from cafe au lalt to mixed drinks, 
but the most popular beverage 
seems to be hot chocolate -- and 
even though it is creamy sweet. 
It  is  always served with sugar. 
To satisfy others of our BG 
group here, I must admit that 
beer and coke are also popular. 
(Although coke is quite expensive.) 
Probably   the  first  noticeable 
difference between the "Nest" and 
l'Unlvers Is the method of enter- 
ing and finding a table. 
You walk In, just as you walk 
Into the Union, and find the table 
where your friends are sitting. 
Then you greet each other in- 
dividually by one short hand shake 
accompanied by "Bonjourl" 
If a French boy enters and 
seats himself at a table where 
there are a number of girls he 
knows well, he greets each one 
by kissing her first on one cheek, 
then the other -- three times. 
When you leave, you say goodbye, 
again with a short handshake and 
"Au revolr" to each one. 
The method of dress Is also 
something else I Anything goes — 
from pants suit (for girls) to a 
dressy wool dress. The French 
boys just go wild over their purple 
and pink shirts, often worn with 
red socks I 
Let me describe the dress of 
a pretty little French girl named 
Dominique who sat across from 
me the other day. 
She wore a brown and black 
tweed skirt (very short) with a 
green and white striped shirt. 
At the neck she wore a black, 
brown and gold plaid ascot. Ac- 
cessories Included about four rings 
of various sorts and pearl ear- 
rings   encircled   by rhinestones. 
And here, in the country where 
Paris is the fashion center of 
the world I 
Tours' equivalent to theCanter- 
bury Inn Is rather difficult to 
describe. It Is called le Caveau, 
which means cave. And that is 
exactly what It is I 
Here we eat crepes, a very thin 
pancake folded up with chocolate, 
honey, preserves or sugar Inside 
or whipped cream on top. We drink 
cider while eating those. 
Downstairs there Is a place 
for dancing which Is funny be- 
cause there Is hardly room to 
find a place to stand, let alone 
move around to dance. 
The French young people like 
American music so there are both 
French and American songs played 
—"Black is Black" — "Midnight 
Hour"- "ReachOut." 
The French are amused to see 
BG students doing the "Philly 
Dog" and the "Skate." But watch- 
ing the French dance to slow 
music Is something that would be 
censored If I tried to describe 
It I 
AWS - PDA rules would never 
stand a chance. 
The most common response 
when a French boy asks an Amer- 
ican girl to dance Is: "merci, 
non," They cannot understand why 
American girls are so "prudish." 
Going to the Caveau Is only 
one more of our lessons, a study 
of French youth. Interesting to say 
the least I 
Viet Girl 
Leads In 
Friendship 
By DENISE LOVRINOFF 
Staff Writer 
The most Outstanding Woman 
Foreign Student is quiet-spoken 
Tan Hang-le. AWS awarded her 
the honor at its annual Leadership 
Banquet March 9. 
"We call her "Hang,"' said 
Gall A. Kublk, a member of Phi 
Mu, the sorority that Is sponsor- 
ing Miss Hang-le this semester. 
"After dinner she sings Oriental 
songs and tells us about the dif- 
ferent customs of her home in 
South Viet Nam." 
Miss Hang-le said this about 
the members of Phi Mu, "They 
are fun to live with. They take 
care of me like a little sister 
even though I'm older than they 
are." 
She was born In Saigon and is 
the oldest child of a South Viet- 
namese contracter. Having at- 
tended a private French school. 
Sacred Heart of Chartres, Blaise 
Pascal School of Da Nang, and 
Marie Curie School of Saigon, she 
can speak French, English, Viet- 
namese and a little German. 
Since she likes people and public 
relations, the Idea of being a 
diplomat appeals to her. 
"I like to talk to people and 
hope that I can promote better 
understanding of the South Viet- 
namese to the Americans," she 
said. 
She has been the guest speaker 
of many different clubs throughout 
Ohio. She avoids talking of politics; 
but If the topic is Introduced, she 
respects other opinions and "they 
respect mine." 
The change from an Eastern 
culture to a Western culture re- 
quired Miss Hang-le to adjust 
to American food. Bowling Green 
weather, and to what she called 
the "more outgoing American per- 
sonality." 
She misses her family the most, 
but probably won't be able to see 
them until 1971. She plans to stay 
In Bowling Green until she gets 
the master's degree In business 
administration. 
She almost had a chance to talk 
to her family when the members 
of Phi Mu sorority decided to 
arrange a telephone call from 
her family In South Viet Nam as a 
Christmas gift to her. 
Tan Hang-Le 
When her father placed the call, 
however, he did not know that she 
was not living In Harshman D. but 
rather at the Phi Mu house. By 
the time Miss Hang-le was able 
to get to the dormitory, the time 
had expired and she never got to 
speak to her family. 
The reason that the telephone 
call was not placedfrom the United 
States to South Viet Nam was that 
It is almost Impossible to call 
the South Viet Nam. 
"When I am graduated, I will 
probably go home to take over my 
father's business or else I will 
work for the government," she 
said. 
To her, education is most im- 
portant because it "shows the real 
value of a person. I want to be 
graduated and I want to travel. 
I'm not very worried about 
marriage right now." 
Although she is only a second 
semester freshman, she has al- 
ready formed opinions of Bowling 
Green. 
"I like the Initials BGSU better 
than Just BGU. Someday the Uni- 
versity will expand; that is, if 
all the students will participate 
In some activity on campus. I 
hope that they are as proud as 
I am of Bowling Green." 
Miss Hang-le works In the 
library during the week. Is a 
member of the World Student As- 
sociation, and lived on the Inter- 
national Wing in Harshman D dur- 
ing the first semester. 
In September she plans to move 
back to Harshman because "I feel 
guilty--like I deserted them. I 
love living In the Phi Mu house, 
but I want to work for more under- 
standing between American stu- 
dents   and   the foreign students. 
I hope the American students 
will accept us more as their under- 
standing increases." 
From Feature Services 
• •• ,,, ... 
1st Negro Pledge      Tots Welcome       Guaranteed 'C? 
(ACP)—A Negro was pledged 
into the previously all-white fra- 
ternity system of DavldsonCollege 
Davidson, N. C, recently, the 
Davldsonlan reports. 
The Negro, a freshman, was one 
of 189 students pledging Into the 
college's 12 fraternities. His 
pledging climaxed a series of 
changes In both outlook and policy 
In the Davldsonlan system, whose 
first chapter was established Just 
prior to the Civil War. 
In April, 1965, the college's 
board of trustees called for the 
abolition of any existing discrim- 
ination clauses In the charters of 
local chapters. The action, 
followed by about three months 
similar action at the University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, the 
first school In the state to drop 
discriminatory barriers. 
The edict went Into effect last 
September. Since then 10 chapters 
have fulfilled the requirements, 
and the other two have been granted 
waivers to bid Negroes by thelr 
national offices, which still main- 
tain "white clauses." 
(ACP) -- While the pen Is 
mightier than the sword in the 
hands of a writer, the heavy, thick- 
leaded, eraserless pencil Is might- 
ier than the pen In the hands of 
a second grader. 
A collection of welcoming letters 
from her 7- year- old pupils proved 
that to be true for Nancy Murray, 
Northern Arizona University stu- 
dent teacher, on her first day on 
the Job, the Lumberjack reports. 
Balancing letters precariously 
on the wide lines of primer paper, 
one toothless redhead wrote, "I 
have 3 bruthers and 2 grills In 
my family. An 1 cat." Not to 
leave a story incomplete, she 
added, "An I hate my bruthers 
an love my cat." 
An anxious little boy troubled 
with keeping his Levl's up and 
his shlrttall down wanted to make 
sure Miss Murray remembered 
him. "You no," he wrote, "I'm 
the on siting next to Joey," 
(ACP) -- A Colorado State Uni- 
versity professor has his own 
ideas about grading -- he would 
like to give his students a choice 
of receiving a guaranteed C or 
trying to achieve a higher grade. 
Edward B. Reed, assistant pro- 
fessor of zoology, said he first 
proposed the system to his classes 
last quarter "partly In fun and 
partly because a number of stu- 
dents had complained they were 
too busy trying to make grades 
to learn anything." 
The arbitrary grade Is based 
on Reed's impression, over the 
years, that a grade of C Is about 
average for his classes. "I don't 
plan the grade distribution this 
way," he said. "That's Just the 
way it happens." He added, how- 
ever, thatC Is not a popular grade. 
Reed pointed out that his pro- 
posal would Imply a kind of honor 
system on the part of students 
who chose to receive the C. They 
"would be expected to read the 
text." he said, "and they would 
definitely be expected to an end 
class." 
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Bruck Wins DU Car Rally 
Driving his Corvette through 
49 miles of Wood County mud, 
cornfields and dirt roads, Dave 
Bruck, Junior In the College of 
Liberal Arts, took first place In 
Sunday's Sports Car Rally or- 
ganized by Delta Upsilon. 
A record 32 cars turned out 
in front of the White Hut to begin 
the run which Incorporated map 
reading skills, rallying techniques 
and an element of luck. 
Each team wae required to make 
their way to four check points lo- 
cated quite off any beaten track, 
at the same time covering the 
■honest distance possible. The 
course was originally estimated 
to be 55 miles by the shortest 
possible route. 
The rally which began at 
1:15 p.m. was concluded by the 
arrival of the last of the 30 
finishers at 5:30 pjn. and the dis- 
tribution of awards to the top four 
teams. 
RESULTS 
1. Dave Bruck -- Corvette 
2.M. R.Mammondes--Mustang 
3. Jim Logan -- MGA 
4. M. W. Wittas -- Barracuda 
5. Lance Copperman -- Corvair 
Historians Offer Prize For Essay 
Phi Alpha Theta, history hon- 
orary society is offering $20 to 
the winner of the John Schwartz 
Award for an historical work writ- 
ten by a University student. 
The Schwartz award started in 
1952 and was named after John 
Schwartz, professor of history at 
the University from 1923 to 1948. 
The paper must be written by 
a University student on an his- 
torical subject. 
Last year's winner was Leroy 
Lenburg, now a graduate student 
at the University. 
Selection is based on quality 
of the work and "there does not 
need to be a winner," Dr. Michael 
A. Moore, assistant professor of 
history, said. "Three Judges de- 
cide if the quality for the paper 
is sufficient." 
All entries are due tomorrow 
In the history office, 117 Wil- 
liams HaU. 
The Marketing Club will hold Its 
April meeting at 7 tonight In the 
Taft Room. A speaker from Rike's 
Department Store in Dayton will 
lecture on the "Buying Function in 
Retailing." 
Greg Hill will exhibit the 
marketing simulation that won the 
BGSU marketing team the title of 
"Best in the Nation." There will 
also be election of officers. 
• • * 
Young Republicans will meet at 
7 tonight in the Dogwood Room. 
State Representative Robert Wll- 
helm   will   speak. A   meeting of 
those going to the Midwest Federa- 
tion Convention will follow the 
program. 
• * * 
There will be a general meeting 
of the Students for a Democratic 
Society at 4 pjn. today In 202 
Hanna. Everyone is welcome. 
The play, "avoix Humalne," by 
Cocteau, will be read in French 
by Cheryl Davis at 7 tonight in 102 
Home Economics Bldg. The read- 
ing of the modern play Is sponsored 
by the French Club. 
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday lor 
Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m. Monday 
for Wednesday's paper, 5 p.m. 
Tuesday (or Thursday's paper, 
5 p.m. Wednesday (or Friday's 
paper. 
RATES: 324 per line, 2 lines 
minimum, average 5 words per 
line. 
SEND COPY to Classified Depi, 
B-G   News,   106  University   Hall. 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
For Sale. '61 Dodge Lancer. 4 dr. 
Sedan, Radio, Automatic, WSW. 
Call 352-7073 before 3 pjn. or 
after 9 pjn. 
'64 Volkswagon $950. Call after 
5 p«m„ 353-7551. 
Service-bound, must sell.'65Mus- 
tang, 3-speed, V-8, silver/blue. 
Like new. 354-5011 after 5 pjn. 
For Sale. 1965 Dodge Dart. Auto- 
matic, excellent condition. 11,000 
miles. Call 353-3714 after 4. 
Rooms for June and Sept. 208 E. 
Reed. Call 353-5462. 
Sacrifice: new '66 Plymouth Be- 
levedere II, power steering, 361 
cu. In* highest price. Call 354- 
5954.    ' 
Student rooms for men, 3 blocks 
from University. Private entrance, 
own kitchen, recreation room. 353- 
1705. 
Approved rooms. June and Sept. 
Private entrance and bath. 145 S. 
Enterprise.   Call 353-8241   after 
3 pjn. 
2 bdrm. furnished apt., air cond. 
June-Sept. Apt. 72Greenvlew.Call 
352-4363 after 5. 
WANTED: Girl's used 24 or 26 
Inch bicycle. Cheap. Call Judy, 
ext. 3095, 1-4:30 pjn. 
Ride available to CHICAGO on Frl. 
Relatively   cheap.   Al  Anderson. 
2407. 
Polywog-Come swim in my pond- 
King. 
P1KA has quiet hours. 7 ajn. to 
7 p.m. 
CAROL:   CONGRATS   ON   YOUR 
ENGAGEMENTI Best of luck al- 
ways. Your roomie, Jan. 
Congrads to Bill and Kathy on 
taking the first step. Surf side-32. 
BLACK THURSDAY: Peaceful 
Protest Burn Your Voting Card at 
4 In front of the Union. WHY? 1) 
poll tax for lost cards 2) insuf- 
ficient ballots at polls 3) names 
on ballots misprinted 4) no check 
on number times one votes, 5) 
Inconsistent policy on UAO elec- 
tions. 
ENGLAND 
Expects You 
...to join a Student Holiday in England avail- 
able to Individual Students from $33.00 per 
person. Commencing June 14 through Septem- 
ber 4. ONE WEEK BASED IN LONDON with 
bus excurxions to WINDSOR and STRATFORD 
UPON AVON. TEN DAYS IN ENGLAND with 
5 days in LONDON and 4 days touring by bus 
including CANTERBURY, SALISBURY, STONE- 
HE NGE, BATH, COVENTRY. STRATFORD 
UPON AVON, and OXFORD. Both types include 
optional Royal Shakespeare Theatre perform- 
ance tickets at cost price to all participants. 
Apply now for 1967 Brochure and booking form 
to Incoming Tours National Union of Students 
(Travel   Dept.)   3  Endsleigh   St.,   London  WC1. 
62 1/2 olds Jetflre; red w wht 
vinyl hdtp; turbo - charged V-8; 
fluid inject; p.s.; stick hydramtc w 
floor cnsle; vinyl buckets; sno 
tires; a sharp sport compact, needs 
rear fender repair. Call 354-3203 
after 5:30. $600. 
FOR RENT-3 BR furn. home in 
BG. Available Oct. 1 Family or 
several responsible students. 
Write   Box   K,   c/o   B-G   News. 
LOST 
Lost. An lecture hall. Ladles 
watch with black band. Local call 
823-6212. 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
Two women renters needed for 
apt. for 2nd session summer 
■chooUCallJ. P.. 354-7065. 
We can assure you of a steady in- 
come If you can devote a few hours 
a day.C. Dean, Box372F, BG, Ohio. 
Forecast- 
Spring & Summer 
Weather 
So head into the 
EL.   E     Sun with those pretty, 
colorful outfits by 
.-•«•« 
fJfnuAcU 
II 
From 
ttntafit? &i)op 
Stt CAST WOOSTER ST.    •    PHONE JW-Sltf 
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Lacrosse History, Rules, Equipment Clarified 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Writer 
Editor's Note (This Is the first 
of two articles explaining the sport 
of lacrosse.) 
One of the newest intercollegiate 
sports at Bowling Green Is 
lacrosse. Although the game has 
been played on the East Coast 
since the late 1800*8, it took longer 
for It to spread across the nation. 
The movement has been under- 
way for many years now and the 
Midwest Lacrosse Division Is the 
result. 
Within the Midwest Division is 
the Hlxon Division composed of 
Bowling Green, Ohio State, Ohio 
Wesleyan, Kerry on, Michigan State, 
Geunter Herold 
Notre Dame, Denis on and Oberlin. 
The game of lacrosse originated 
among the Indians of Canada, but 
has been refined. Although sub- 
ject to rules for use by colleges 
and universities, the college var- 
iety maintains the need for en- 
durance and speed. 
Head coach Mickey Cochrane of 
the Falcon lacrosse team calls 
the sport, "a combination of the 
fundamentals of basketball, 
hockey, football and soccer." 
OBJECTIVE of the sport is to 
throw or roll a hard rubber ball 
Into the goal, which measures 6 
feet by 6 feet. 
The LACROSSE FIELD meas- 
ures   110 yards by 60, Including 
15 yards of playing area behind 
each goal. The nets are 80 yards 
apart and centered In a circle 
with a 9 foot radius (goal crease) 
which only the goalie Is supposed 
to occupy. 
LACROSSE TEAMS consist of 
10 players; goalie, three attack- 
men, three defensemen and three 
midfielders. The three attack- 
men generally remain In their 
half of the field. 
Likewise with the defensemen 
and   their   section   of   the field. 
The midfielders are free to cover 
the  entire field, helping both the 
attack and defense portions of the 
game. 
Frosh Baseball 
Sophomore Net Star  Team Blasts TU 
By   TOM   HACNIK 
Sports   Writer 
A sophomore showing great po- 
tential on the Bowling Green tennis 
squad Is Geunter Herold. Geunter 
halls from Elyrla, Ohio, a poli- 
tical science major. 
Herold comes to Bowling Green 
well - qualified in tennis ex- 
perience. He was undefeated In 
his junior year at Elyria High 
School. Playing In the tough 
Buckeye Conference, he went on 
to take the league crown that same 
year. He played number one man 
In bis senior year. 
Commenting on the freshman 
tennis program here at BG he 
said, "They need more matches. 
Last year we only had five and 
that isn't enough." 
Looking ahead to the future 
Geunter feels that Toledo will be 
the team to beat this year, and 
that Ohio U will also be tough. 
But he states "We have a good 
team this year and we should go 
places." 
"Bowling Green has a good ten- 
nis program, but I feel that the 
University should furnish tennis 
rackets for Its players. This has 
been the practice of many of the 
other schools that we've played,*" 
"The hardest change I had to 
make In my switch from high 
school tennis to college tennis Is 
that in college you have to play 
your best at all times," said 
Geunter. 
Geunter found "The new viewing 
deck Is Just great and I hope 
it will make Bowling Green more 
tennis conscious. For the Ohio 
Wesleyan match we had the big- 
gest crowd ever for a tennis 
match." 
he went on to comment. Geunter Herold 
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Intramural     Director Maury And In the fraternity leagues. 
Sandy   has    announced the   all. the standings are as follows: 
campus   standings In intramural Place       Team       Total Points 
sports. In the dormitory division 1 Sigma Chi 94.5 
It looks like this: 2 Sigma Alpha Epsllon 80 
3 Phi Delta Theta 77.5 
Place       Dorm        Total Points 4 Sigma Nu 59.5 
1      Kohl Hall 96 5 Delta Tau Delta 50.5 
2      Rodgers  G-l 91 6 Kappa Sigma 45.5 
8     Krelscher C 73 7 Alpha Tau Omega 45 
Krelscher D 71.5 8 , Beta Theta  PI 34 
Harshman  A 64 9 Phi Kappa Tau « 31.5 
Conklln 64 10 Delta Upsllon 29 
7     Rodgers  2-3 59.5 11 Zeta  Beta  Tau 20 
8     Harshman B 51 12 PI Kappa Alpha 19 
13 Tau  Kappa  Epsllon 18 
14 Alpha Sigma Phi 17 
15 Theta   Chi 9 
In Doubleheader 
Bowling Green's freshman base- 
ball team opened its season in 
fine style, as they swept a double- 
header from Toledo last Saturday. 
The first contest, a 3-1 deci- 
sion, was marked by a pair of 
frosh hurlers combining to throw 
a no-hitter. 
Ron Wellman blanked the Rocket 
frosh through theflrstfiveframes, 
and Lanny Tyo finished up the game 
without allowing a safety. 
BG managed four hits in the 
contest, with shortstop Mel 
Karnehm rapping out a triple and 
a single to lead the attack. 
In the second game. Bowling 
Green rolled to a 19-1 verdict, 
and again got excellent pitching 
from two hurlers. 
Tom Schweitzer, who went five 
innings and got credit for the win, 
teamed up with Bill Grlen to toss 
at two-hitter at Toledo. Grlen 
worked the final two frames. 
As  indicated by the score,  it 
was a battr's game for the frosh 
Falcons. Among the leaders In the 
offensive    barrage     were    Ron 
Schroeder, wh went three for three, 
and Larry Hicks,   who drilled a 
home run over the left field fence. 
The   freshman team  will nact 
host Port Huron Junior College on 
April 28 and 29, In a three-game 
series. 
Pitcher Cardwell 
Belts 15th Homer 
NEW YORK (AP)--DonCardwell 
of the New York Mets is a pitcher 
who can really hit. He collected 
the 15th homer of his career 
Monday night in helping to beat 
the   Pittsburgh Pirates,  9 to 6. 
He hit the homer with a count 
of three balls and no strikes. In 
that situation, a batter generally 
takes the fourth pitch without 
swinging. 
Said Cardwell: 
"That was the first time in my 
career I ever hit a three and no- 
thing pitch. Needless to say I was 
at first puzzled, then surprised 
and then happy." 
PENN GYMNASTS SANCTIONED 
UNIVERSITY PARK. a. (AP) 
-- Penn State Athletic Director 
Ernest McCoy has denounced an 
Amateur Athletic Union directive 
suspending five Penn State gym- 
nasts from International competi- 
tion. 
The AAU accused the gymnasts 
of competing In an exhibition a- 
galnst Cologne University of 
Germany last January. McCoy 
called the suspensions vicious and 
unjustified. He said he will bring 
the matter to the attention of the 
Sports Arbitration Board In New 
York and to various U.S. sena- 
tors. 
Congratulations 
Lee McClelland 
and 
Paul Buehrer 
ON YOUR RECENT 
ELECTIONS-BETA PLEDGES 
There must always be at least 
three men on a team's offensive 
end of the field, and four (three 
defense and goalie) on their de- 
fensive end. When the minium 
is violated "offsides" Is called 
and the result Is loss of ball. 
An attackman or defenseman can 
cross the mldfleld stripe only If 
a midfielder falls back to take 
his position. 
The PLAYING TIME is divided 
into four 15- minute quarters with 
two- minute breaks except for the 
half, which is 10. Each team 
is allowed one time-out per period. 
The clock stops on all out-of- 
bounds situations and on official 
time-outs. 
If a tie game should result, 
two five-minute quarters are 
played. If another tie results 
after that, the contest remains a 
tie. Substitution on-the-run can 
be done during play. 
BASIC EQUIPMENT used in the 
Little Headlines 
sport consists of the hard rubber 
playing ball and the crosse stick. 
The sticks each have a cord net 
on the end and vary in size from 
goalie to the attack. Equipment 
also Includes protective helmets, 
thick gloves, cleated shoes and 
elbow padding. 
Lacrosse games officially begin 
with the faceoff in the center of 
the field, between two middles. 
The ball is not in play until a 
midfielder gets control of the ball. 
SAVES In lacrosse come when 
the goalie stops or deflects the 
ball with his stick or body, pro- 
viding the ball would possibly have 
gone In. 
An ASSIST on a goal Is any 
direct pass to a teammate that 
aides him to score. There is 
only one assist possible on each 
goal. 
(The second article of this series 
will discuss rule Infractions in 
lacrosse.) 
Scott Benched; 
Yanks Scrubbed 
NEW York (AP) — In base- 
ball -• Manager Dick Williams 
of the Boston Red Sox has placed 
first baseman George Scott -- 
an Ail-Star player last July — 
on the bench. 
Scott has been In a batting slump. 
The New York Yankees were 
extended to 18 Innings last Sunday 
before beating the Red Sox, 7 to 
6. However, they haven't played 
since because of ralnouts --Mon- 
day and yesterday. Their scheduled 
game yesterday with the Wash- 
ington Senators was rebooked for 
Aug. 31. 
The Chicago Cubs have sent out- 
fielder Bob Raudman to their Dal- 
las-Fort Worth farm club In the 
Texas League. 
11 Jones has entered the Memorial 
Day race at Indianapolis, thus 
putting aside rumors that he plans 
to retire. This will be bis seventh 
Stan In the 500- mile speed test. 
Jones won the 1963 event. 
BRONCOS SIGN 14TH PICK 
DENVER (AP) -- The Denver 
Broncos have signed their number 
14 draft choice -- halfback Tom 
Francisco of Virginia Tech. He 
was voted the most valuable run- 
ning back in the Liberty Bowl 
game against Miami ... The 
Miami Dolphins have signed split 
end Doug Moreau and Linebacker 
Stan Mltchel. Both played pro ball 
for   the  first time last  season. 
PEREZ BACK WITH CINCI        GRIFFITH GETS RETURN BOUT 
CINCINNATI (AP) -- The first 
baseman for the Cincinnati Reds 
left Cincinnati yesterday to re- 
join the club at Los Angeles after 
remaining behind because of the 
Illness of his son, Victor, 1. 
Tony Perez' son was stricken 
with croup, bur is reported in 
satisfactory condition in 
Children's Hospital. 
The rest of the team left Mon- 
day. They played the Dodgers last 
night in the opener of a western 
road trip. 
PARNELLI IN 500 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)-- Parnel- 
NEW YORK (AP) — Newly 
crowned middleweight champion 
Nino Benvenstl of Italy has agreed 
to give Emlle Griffith a return 
bout on July 13, 
Benvenstl took away Griffith's 
crown Monday night on a unani- 
mous 15- round decision. 
A spokesman for Madison Square 
Garden In New York said terms 
were reached with the Italian 
scrapper, and the bout will be 
staged In either the Garden or Shea 
Stadium. 
Benvenstl was a 13 to 5 under- 
dog when he moved Into the ting 
Monday night. 
^r 
HELD OVER      3 BIG DAYS 
shown at 
7:20, 
9:30 
adm. 
$1.25 
EST FILM OF 
1966!" 
Nohonal Society ol Film Critics 
A Carlo Ponli Production 
Antonioni's 
BLOW-UP 
Vanessa Redgrave 
David Hammings • Sarah Miles 
COLOR 
there is a lot of 
"La Dolce Vita" 
in "Blow-Up" 
NOW PLAYING 
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Trackmen Win 1st 
The B-G News, Wednesday, April 19, 1967 
Ball State Falls 82-62 
MUNCIE. IND. (Special) -- Ball 
State University dropped a track 
decision to the Falcon clndermen 
yesterday afternoon,   as  Bowling 
Green's   depth proved too much 
for the Cardinals. 
The cold windy Indiana afternoon 
saw the Falcons manage six first 
ROB BENNETT demonstrates the high flying form mat gave him 
a 14-foot leap, and first place as the trackmen dumped host 
Ball   State  82-62 yesterday. 
Ray Froef/cfi:       1 
(A fCid And A Gamej 
» By TOM HINE 
, Sports Editor 
His faded blue ATO sweatshirt hung sloppily over his belt, and his 
hands were scrunched Into the pockets of his levls. 
Ray Froellch sauntered cheerfully across the parking lot In front 
of the Bee Gee Bookstore, and stopped to talk about his new sport 
lacrosse. 
"Boy, It's neat," he grinned happily, "You get to go running around 
out there hlttln' guys with those sticks and as-y thing. 
"Dldja ever see a game?--neat, huh?" 
A former high school football player from Parma, Froellch had to 
abandon the gridiron after a brief stint wl th the Falcon freshmen. 
Weak Knees. 
But he's dlggln* lacrosse, and It's still a new sport to the 18-year-old. 
"I still can't play so hot," he admits with a scowl, then brightens 
and adds, "but I'm getting better. Heck, by the end of the year, 1*11 be 
In there..." 
And with that, he took a swing with his Imaginary lacrosse stick, 
frightening an elderly woman approaching the store. 
"Most of the guys on the team are from the East," Froellch resumed. 
"Back there lac.osse Is  like football in Ohio, maybe even bigger." 
He went on. "Right now I'm a middle," then paused to inform the 
unenlightened that that was lacrosse Jargon for a person who plays the 
mldfleld position. 
"I'm not fast enough for attack,'cause of my bad knee," he explained, 
then stopped to flex his right leg several times, probably checking to 
see that it was still attached to the rest of his 6-1, 210 pound frame. 
He then rubbed his hand through his short blonde hair, in a vain 
attempt to stimulate the grey matter beneath Into telling him what the 
freshman lacrosse schedule was. 
"Can't remember who--or when--we play," he said with a troubled 
look. 
"Why don't you Just come on out to the lacrosse field every afternoon, 
and if we're playing, then you can watch us. No? Aw, It isn't THAT far." 
With a furrowed brow that he now rubbed his right knee, apparently 
concerned with It more than his head. 
"It'll be alright," he mumbled to himself, then straightened up and 
grinned boyishly. 
"Listen, I gotta get going--but be sure to get out to some of our games. 
"I'll be a star," he said over his shoulder, dancing down the sidewalk, 
again swinging his lacrosse stick at the phantom opponents in his path. 
• • • 
And in his wake, Ray Froellch left a slightly baffled, and greatly 
amused sports writer. 
Klnda neat to run into an athlete playing a sport purely because he 
likes it--no grants In aid, or anything of the sort. 
Just 'cause he likes It. 
places, but still tople Ball State 
82-62 as eight second places made 
the difference. 
The first Falcon win came In 
the pole vault as Rob Bennett 
bucked the elements for a 14 
foot leap, and Bruce Bary cleared 
13 for second and a one, two 
finish. 
Jim Reardon brought home a 
first in the discus with a 158 
foot 7 Inch toss for a new Bowl- 
ing Green record. Reardons new 
mark succeeds a 1958 effort by 
Carroll Rlne of 155-7. 
Mike Weger grabbed two wins 
in the field events, as he won 
both the Jong jump with a 21 
foot leap, and the triple jump 
with a 41 foot 6 1/2 inch effort. 
Another Bowling Green mark 
fell In the 2-mile run, as Paul 
Talklngton broke teammate Bob 
ark's record with a 9:23.5 show- 
ing. Parks was busy In the mile 
run, as he collected a second 
place with a 4:17 clocking. 
Al Falquet took two runner-up 
spots In the sprints, as he went 
22.6 in the 220-yard dash and 
also took second in the 100. 
Terry Oehrtman finished second 
in the half mile run with a 1:56.5 
clocking. 
The 440- yard dash saw Ken Kelly 
finish in 50.2, and second place. 
Then Kelly teamed up with Royce 
Beaverson, Bob Knoll, and Gary 
Shannon for a 3:24.8 win in the 
mile relay, 
Mike Weger added more Falcon 
points with a second in the 120 
high hurdles, and a third in the 
Javelin making him a point earner 
In four events. 
The win left the Falcons with 
a 1-1 record on the season. 
B6 Slams Flyers 
With 4 Homers 
DAYTON (Special) A trip to 
Dayton turned out a Bowling Green 
homerun derby, as the Falcon dia- 
mondmen crushed Dayton's Flyers 
11-2 In yesterday afternoon's non- 
league game. 
Picking up the win for the Fal- 
cons was John Frobose who hurled 
for six innings giving up five Day- 
ton hits, and two runs before Doug 
Huwer came In to releave. Huwer 
held the Flyers scoreless for the 
final three bats. 
But the Falcon slugging over- 
shadowed their pitching as the 
squad totaled four homers includ- 
ing Russ Hagerty's second inning 
blast with two men on. 
Dayton started the scoring In the 
first, as they tapped two infield 
hits and then brought one man home 
on a wild pitch by Frobose. But 
big John settled down after that, 
allowing only one more run while 
fanning 10 Flyers In the next six 
bats. 
Bowling Green got on the score- 
board In the second when Bill 
Becker and Tom Rose drew walks, 
as the afternoon slugfest was about 
to begin. Jim Barry doubled 
driving home Becker. Jim Buss- 
man collected an RBI with his 
single sending Rose across the 
plate, and Russ Hagerty nailed his 
three run homer giving the Fal- 
cons a 5-1 edge as the Inning 
came to a close. 
But BG came right back in the 
third with three more runs to put 
the Icing on the cake. Bill Becker 
tagged his four-bagger of the game 
to start things off. 
Then, Ted Rose set up Jim 
Bussman's home run by singling, 
and the Orange and Brown added 
two more, as they finished the Inn- 
ing with an 8-1 lead. 
Dayton made Its last futile ef- 
fort to get going In the fourth when 
they added their final run, but 
the Falcons still had a big Inning 
to go. 
That came In the eighth when 
two pitching mistakes, and a homer 
by Bob White added the final three 
to the BG 11. 
With two down Doug Huwer 
walked, and Russ Hagerty took a 
free trip after being hit. Bob 
White scored both men and him- 
self when he dropped the game's 
final homer over the fence. 
Dayton was down for the count. 
The Falcon's doubled their home 
run total In yesterday's game by 
clobbering four, two more that they 
had In their last 15 games, for 
a team total of 6. 
The win brought the diamond men 
to an 11-5 season mark, while 
Dayton added the loss to a 6-6-1 
1 season showing. 
Stickmen Seek Twin Victories 
By GARY   DAVIS 
Sports  Writer 
Both the Falcon varsity and 
freshmen lacrosse teams will be 
seeing action this afternoon. The 
varsity will host Hlxon Division 
foe Michigan State Michigan, the 
frosh Ball State. 
The varsity will swing into ac- 
tion at 4 on the field next to 
Doyt Perry Field and the fled- 
glings at 4 on the field adjacent 
to the old stadium. 
It will be the second Hlxon 
Division encounter In a row for 
the varsity as they entertain the 
Spartans, who are returning from 
a dismal 4-9-1 season. 
Despite the poor record, the 
MSU stick squad has played re- 
spectable lacrosse. 
The Falcons picked up a 11-7 
victory over the Michigan State 
10 last year, but the outcome should 
be much closer this year. The 
Spartans looked impressive in an 
early season victory over rival 
Michigan. 
Bowling Green is already 0-1 
In Hlxon competition and is look- 
ing for a victory to start them 
on the path to bettering last year's 
4-3 finish In the division. 
Falcon Coach Mickey Cochrane 
called the team's schedule, one 
of "progressively harder compe- 
tition." 
In their 8-7 loss to Ohio Wes- 
ley an. the Falcons displayed a lack 
of teamwork and consistency, fac- 
tors which were highly re- 
sponsible for earlier wins. The 
lacrossers were also unable to 
clear the ball or to pick up the 
scoops as In past contests. 
Coach Cochrane is hoping for 
a reversal of the weekend form 
and a solid win over the Invading 
Spartans. Gary Llnzer, who paced 
the third mldfleld's contributions 
with a goal, was Indicative of the 
unit's progress, and could aid 
the team's reversaUCochranewas 
pleased with the third mldfleld's 
performance against Ohio Wes- 
ley an. 
• • • 
The frosh stckmen open their 
season this afternoon with a match 
against Ball State and  all Indi- 
cations are for a Falon victory. 
Coach   Mike   Katon   Is  confident 
of the  squad's chances based on 
the   progress   made in  the past 
weeks and the overall experience 
of the stickers. 
Coach Katon announced the se- 
lection of captains: John Dohms, 
an attackman from F air lawn, N.J.; 
and Jim Newclty, a defenseman 
from Tlmonlum, Md, 
It should be Interesting to ob- 
serve the squad's teamwork in the 
contest. Five of the veteran stick- 
ers are from the same highschool 
in Fair lawn. New Jersey and three 
from Towson, Md. Another pair 
represent Tlmonlum, and Long 
Island has made two contributions. 
The probable lineup for the con- 
test Is: 
Goal - Bill Burch; attack • John 
Dohms, Joe Zimmerman and Jack 
Ross; defense - Bob Delvecchio, 
Jim Newclty md Gerry Pedoto; 
mldfleld - first unit. Jack Thomp- 
son, Ken Maccubln and Phil Green, 
second unit. Art Halperln,SalZan- 
fardlno and John Bruens. 
FAST AND FURIOUS is how this afternoon's lacrosse action 
will be, as Bowling Green hosts a twin bill. The varsity is 
scheduled to meet Michigan State, and the frosh will go against 
Ball State. Both games go at 4 p.m.  (see story.) 
